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Abstract
Background: The human brain is frequently exposed to individual faces across a wide range of different apparent
sizes, often seen simultaneously (e.g., when facing a crowd). Here we used a sensitive and objective fast periodic
visual stimulation approach while recording scalp electroencephalogram (EEG) to test the effect of size variation on
neural responses reflecting individual face discrimination.
Methods: EEG was recorded in ten observers presented with the same face identity at a fixed rate (5.88 Hz,
frequency F) and different oddball face identities appearing every five faces (F/5, i.e., 1.18 Hz). Stimulus size was
either constant (6.5 × 4 degrees of visual angle) or changed randomly at each stimulation cycle, by 2:1 ratio
increasing values from 10% to 80% size variation in four conditions. Absolute stimulus size remained constant
across conditions.
Results: The base rate 5.88 Hz EEG response increased with image size variation, particularly over the right
occipito-temporal cortex. In contrast, size variation decreased the oddball response marking individual face
discrimination over the right occipito-temporal cortex. At constant stimulus size, the F/5 change of identity generated
an early (about 100 ms) oddball response reflecting individual face discrimination based on image-based cues. This
early component disappeared with a relatively small size variation (i.e., 20%), leaving a robust high-level index of
individual face discrimination.
Conclusions: Stimulus size variation is an important manipulation to isolate the contribution of high-level visual
processes to individual face discrimination. Nevertheless, even for relatively small stimuli, high-level individual face
discrimination processes in the right occipito-temporal cortex remain sensitive to stimulus size variation.
Keywords: EEG, Individual face discrimination, Face perception, Size-invariance, SSVEP

Background
The human face is one of the most familiar and salient
stimuli in our visual environment. Being able to tell apart
individual faces (“individual face discrimination”, i.e. face
A vs. face B), regardless of their familiarity, is critical for
adequate social interactions. Today there is an enormous
amount of research carried out to understand the mechanisms of face perception, and a large proportion of studies
rely on individual face discrimination measures. Yet, there
is still no good understanding of the process of individual
face discrimination, and many issues regarding this
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process remain debated (e.g., which facial cues are important for individual face discrimination, whether this process
is primarily holistic/configural or part-based, what its
neural basis and developmental course are, etc.).
An important issue concerns the contribution of lowlevel visual cues to individual face discrimination: to what
extent is this process sensitive to changes in low-level
properties such as stimulus illumination, contrast, position,
or size? In particular, size of a visual stimulus such as a face
is an important factor, since human observers are exposed
to faces across a wide range of sizes, sometimes simultaneously (e.g., when facing a crowd). Moreover, unlike other
low-level manipulations such as variable stimulus positions
in the visual field, which trigger eye movements and are
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associated with attentional and visual lateralization biases,
stimulus size is a property that is relatively easy to manipulate and to control in an experimental setting.
Single-cell recordings in the monkey infero-temporal
cortex have emphasized size invariance of the selective response to particular shapes, including faces (e.g., [1-4]). In
humans, fMRI studies have shown that repetition suppression - the rapid reduction of neural responses caused by
the repetition of a given stimulus – for individual faces resists changes of stimulus size in high level visual areas
[5-9]. Event-related potential studies have also shown
modulation of the occipito-temporal face-sensitive N170
component ([10], for review [11]) as well as the following
N250r component [12], following face identity repetition
across changes of stimulus size (e.g., [13,14]). However, to
our knowledge, only two studies, using fMRI, have compared individual face repetition effects across size changes
(i.e. “same” or “different” faces with and without change of
size [6,9]).
These studies have reported partly inconsistent results.
In the first study, repetition suppression effects in highlevel face-selective areas did not differ when face stimulus
size was constant or varied within a block [6]. Yet, most
recently, increased repetition suppression effects were
found in the same functional areas for unfamiliar faces
presented at a constant size [9]. However, in the latter
study [9], 100% size faces were used in the condition with
no size variation, while equally large and smaller stimulus
sizes were used in the size variation condition. Thus, the
effects of absolute stimulus size versus discrimination
across size changes could not be dissociated. Most importantly, to date, there is no report of a systematic (i.e. parametric) test of the effect of size variation on the amplitude
of neural responses reflecting individual face discrimination, or even high-level visual discrimination in general.
In the present study, our goal was to parametrically test
the effect of size variation on neural responses to faces,
controlling for absolute stimulus size, and isolating the
effect of size variation on the basic response to a face
stimulus from its effect on an individual face discrimination
response. Faces constitute an ideal type of stimulus to address this issue because the human brain is not only good
at categorizing a given stimulus as a face but, as mentioned
above, is also especially adept at individualizing exemplars
within the category (i.e. individual face discrimination).
A parametric test of the effect of size variation on individual face discrimination requires a sensitive approach,
for which the neural response of interest can be identified
and quantified objectively. For this reason, we used the approach of fast periodic visual stimulation (FPVS), which
results in periodic electrophysiological responses on the
human scalp defined as steady-state visual evoked potentials (SSVEPs) [15,16]. Over recent years, this approach
has been developed to identify robust electrophysiological
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signatures of individual face discrimination objectively
(i.e., at a frequency determined by the experimenter)
and rapidly (i.e., in a few minutes) ([17-19], for review
[20]), with optimal frequency rates peaking at about
6 Hz [19].
Most recently, Liu-Shuang et al. [21] used FPVS to measure the discrimination of individual faces by presenting a
sequence of identical face stimuli at a fast periodic rate
(base frequency = F, 5.88 Hz) and introducing different
(“oddball”) face stimuli at a slower periodic rate within the
sequence (i.e., 1 novel face after 4 identical faces; Figure 1A;
see also Figure one in [21]). In this study, a robust individual face discrimination response was recorded over the
right occipito-temporal cortex, specifically at the oddball
frequency rate (5.88 Hz/5 = 1.18 Hz, corresponding to every
5th novel face) and its harmonics (e.g., 2F/5 = 2.36 Hz, etc.).
This periodic oddball stimulation, with two embedded
periodic frequency rates (base rate and oddball rate) carries important advantages for measuring individual face
discrimination: within a few minutes of stimulation, it provides high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) responses in the
EEG that are objective, implicit (i.e. without any behavioral
task requiring to process the parameter of interest), and
easily quantified [20]. Moreover, with this approach, the
oddball response is an individual face discrimination response in itself, and thus it can be quantified in each condition without a separately recorded baseline condition in
which the exact same face is repeated [21]. Finally, and importantly, there is strong evidence that this individual face
discrimination response reflects high-level visual processes:
it is largely reduced following face inversion and contrastreversal, two manipulations that largely preserve low-level
visual features but impair behavioral performance at individual face discrimination ([22] for a review on the effect of
face inversion, [23] for contrast-reversal effects).
Here, in order to test the effect of size variation on individual face discrimination, we used the paradigm of
Liu-Shuang et al. [21] with a parametric size variation
manipulation: from 0 to 80% stimulus size variation
using a 2:1 ratio scale from 10% (i.e., 0%, 10%, 20%, 40%,
80%; Figure 1B). Critically, absolute size of stimulation
was constant across conditions (Figure 1B, please see
also the Additional files 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 for short movie
clips.), so that differences in the amplitude of the oddball response across conditions could be entirely associated to interstimulus size variation.

Results
Frequency domain analysis

Grand-averaged spectra averaged across all electrodes
showed clear responses at the 5.88 Hz stimulation frequency (mean baseline-corrected amplitude ± SEM = 0.52
μV ± 0.28; SNR ± SEM = 6.37 ± 0.25), indicating successful
synchronization to the visual stimulation. Overall, the
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Figure 1 Experimental design. A) An illustration of the fast periodic oddball stimulation during EEG recording: a base face (A) is presented 4
times followed by a different oddball face (B) during each trial, thus there are 2 embedded frequencies: at a rate of 5.88 Hz facial images are
presented (base frequency) and at a rate of 1.18 Hz a face with a different identity is shown (oddball frequency). B) Varying image size conditions
as used in the present study (1st row: 0% image size change, 2nd row: 10% image size change, 3rd row: 20% image size change, 4th row: 40%
image size change, 5th row: 80% image size change). Please see also the Additional files 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 for short movie clips. All variations
were implemented in 6 steps, thus the number of possible size changes across the conditions was equal. During each trial the order of size
variations was random.

response at 5.88 Hz had a medial occipital topography,
peaking either on electrode Oz or POOz, depending on the
condition (mean baseline corrected amplitude equaled, respectively by electrode, 1.52 and 1.60 μV, SNR equaled
15.77 and 15.91). A similar topography was previously reported when presenting the same face at a base frequency
rate [18-21]. With the increase of image size variation, the
response increased over the medial occipital region and also
spread to the (right) occipito-temporal region(s). Similarly,
the activation over the right occipito-temporal region also
increased with the increase of image size change variation
(see Figures 2A and 3A).
In contrast to the base stimulation frequency, the response to the oddball frequency was larger over the right
occipito-temporal region than over the medial occipital region (Figure 2), in line with previous observations [21].

With the increase of image size variation, the oddball
response over this region decreased. Similarly, the activation over the medial occipital region also decreased
(see Figures 2B and 3B). Values for the baseline-corrected
amplitudes, SNR and Z-scores for each condition over the
ROIs can be found in Table 1. All response estimations
(baseline-corrected amplitudes, SNR and Z-scores) are calculated by taking into account the noise level at the 20 surrounding bins (10 on each side, for details see Methods).
Data were analyzed with repeated measures ANOVA
with factors: image Size variation (0%, 10%, 20%, 40%, and
80%) and ROI (right occipito-temporal and medial occipital) separately for the two frequencies (base stimulation
frequency and oddball frequency). If Mauchly’s test of
sphericity was significant, a Greenhouse-Geisser correction for degrees of freedom was applied.
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Figure 2 Grand-averaged SNR spectra (displayed between 0.5 and 10 Hz) over medial occipital (A) and right occipito-temporal (B)
regions for the conditions 0 and 80% image size variation. 3D maps display electrodes position for each ROI. The EEG spectra demonstrate
clear responses at the two embedded frequencies: base (F = 5.88 Hz) and oddball frequencies (1F/5 = 1.18 Hz, 2F/5 = 2.36 Hz, 3F/5 = 3.50 Hz,
4F/5 = 4.70 Hz, 6F/5 = 7.05 Hz, etc.). SNR = 1 at noise level.

Base frequency

A main effect of Size variation, F(1.40,12.63) = 5.65,
p = .025, η2p = .39, reflected the 5.88 Hz response increase with the increase of image size variations. Simple
contrasts revealed that the response was significantly
higher for 80% size variation compared to 0% image size
variation, F(1,9) = 5.89, p = .038, η2p = .40; compared to 10%
image size change, F(1,9) = 7.34, p = .024, η2p = .45 and
compared to 20% image size variations, F(1,9) = 5.32,
p = .046, η2p = .37, but did not differ compared to 40% of
image size variations, F (1,9) = 2.99, p = .12, η2p = .25.
The main effect of ROI did not reach significance, F
(1,9) = .14, p = .72. However, the interaction between

ROI and Size variation was significant, F(4,36) = 3.18,
p = .024, η2p = .26, due to a larger increase of the response over the right occipito-temporal region than
over the medial occipital region (see also Figure 3A). To
further explore this interaction, two ANOVAs with image
Size variation as a within subject factor for each ROI separately were evaluated. While there was a significant effect
of Size variation for the right occipito-temporal region, F
(4,36) = 5.99, p = .001, η2p = .40, this effect was not significant for the medial occipital region, F(4,36) = 2.07, p = .11.
Moreover, a bootstrap analysis, comparing the slopes of
the function predicating the base rate amplitudes
across the different image size variations, revealed that

Figure 3 Mean baseline-corrected amplitudes (±SEM) for the ROIs and topographical maps of the different image size variation
conditions: for the base frequency (A) and the summed response (up to 7.05 Hz) for the oddball frequency (B). The base and the
oddball frequency have their own amplitude scales.
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Table 1 Sum of baseline-corrected amplitudes, mean SNR values and corresponding Z-scores (pooled across the ROIs)
for the base frequency (A) and for the oddball frequency (B)
Amplitude (μV)

SNR

Z-scores

A) Base frequency
rOT

mO

rOT

mO

rOT

mO

0% image size variation

1.06 (0.18)

1.24 (0.22)

9.64 (1.82)

12.94 (1.95)

41.86

76.42

10% image size variation

1.04 (0.18)

1.22 (0.24)

9.24 (1.78)

13.49 (2.31)

40.76

80.39

20% image size variation

1.08 (0.20)

1.32 (0.24)

10.11 (1.95)

14.65 (2.41)

41.31

76.72

40% image size variation

1.24 (0.22)

1.38 (0.26)

10.99 (1.84)

14.06 (2.49)

59.00

99.39

80% image size variation

1.54 (0.28)

1.40 (0.24)

13.55 (1.97)

14.94 (2.14)

62.40

81.66

B) Oddball frequency
rOT

mO

rOT

mO

rOT

mO

0% image size variation

2.38 (0.44)

0.74 (0.10)

3.74 (0.51)

1.99 (0.11)

16.47

6.30

10% image size variation

1.84 (0.32)

0.70 (0.14)

3.29 (0.40)

1.93 (0.14)

15.11

5.47

20% image size variation

1.84 (0.38)

0.58 (0.10)

3.18 (0.42)

1.76 (0.13)

13.33

5.72

40% image size variation

1.30 (0.30)

0.44 (0.12)

2.71 (0.42)

1.52 (0.14)

10.49

3.04

80% image size variation

1.22 (0.24)

0.36 (0.08)

2.51 (0.26)

1.46 (0.09)

10.96

2.94

Regions: rOT – right occipito-temporal; mO –medial occipital.

the slope was steeper for the right occipito-temporal
region (y = .059× + .42) than for the medial occipital
region (y = .024× + .58). Indeed, the slope for the right
occipito-temporal region fell outside the confidence
interval of the medial occipital region [.016; .039].

the function predicating the oddball frequency amplitudes
across the different image size variations was steeper for
right occipito-temporal region (y = -.145× + 1.30) than for
medial occipital region (y = -.055× + .44). The slope for
right occipito-temporal region fell outside the confidence
interval of the medial occipital region [-.088; -.040].

Oddball frequency (individual face discrimination)

The ANOVA revealed a main effect of Size variation,
F(4,36) = 12.61, p < .0001, η2p = .58. Simple contrasts
suggested that the amplitude values were significantly
smaller for 80% image size variations compared to 0%
image size variation, F(1,9) = 35.36, p < .0001, η2p = .80,
compared to 10% image size variations, F(1,9) = 12.30,
p = .007, η2p = .58 and compared to 20% image size variations, F(1,9) = 12.72, p = .006, η2p = .59. There was also a
main effect of ROI, F(1,9) = 15.40, p = .003, η2p = .63, indicating a larger response over the right occipito-temporal
region (M =1.72, SEM = .31) than over the medial occipital
region (M = .54; SEM = .06).
These two main effects were further qualified by a
significant interaction between Size variation and ROI,
F(4,36) = 2.63, p = .05, η2p = .23, suggesting a larger decrease in amplitude over the right occipito-temporal region than over the medial occipital region. To further
explore this interaction, for each ROI, separate ANOVAs
with image Size variation were evaluated. Although the
main effect of Size variation was significant for both
regions (the right occipito-temporal region, F(4,36) =
8.60, p < .0001, η2p = .49, and the medial occipital region,
F(4,36) = 4.02, p = .009, η2p = .31), this effect was stronger
for the right occipito-temporal region than for the medial occipital region (see also Figure 3B). Again, a supplementary bootstrap analysis revealed that the slope of

Time domain

The time domain analysis highlighted three components
following the change of facial identity (Figures 4 and 5). Importantly, these components cannot be directly related to
standard event-related potential (ERP) components because
they already reflect the difference between a base face and
the oddball faces (i.e. there are differential components).
The first component was positive, peaking at about 150 ms
post-stimulus. It was significantly different from zero
(p < .05 for more than 5 consecutive points, 250 points/s)
between 110 and 175 ms post-stimulus only for the condition with no size change and was characterized with a bilateral occipito-temporal topography (Figure 5). Although,
this component was present in the 10% condition as well, it
was attenuated and did not reach significance based on the
defined criterion. The second component, a negativity
starting to be significantly different from zero at about 200
ms post-stimulus and reaching its peak at 230-240 ms, was
evident for all conditions. This component was distributed
over the occipito-temporal region, with clear right hemisphere dominance. In this time window, a positivity over
central sites was also apparent. After approximately 400 ms
post-stimulus (in the time window 360 – 520 ms, varying
across conditions), a third occipito-temporal positive
component, with a stronger response over the right
hemisphere, was significant in all conditions. All of
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Figure 4 Grand-averaged EEG waveform on channel P10 during an oddball sequence with a base rate (A) and without (selectively filtered)
base rate (B) for the different image size variation conditions. Time segments start 170 ms before the oddball presentation (marked with a
dashed line at 0 ms) and last for 1000 ms after the presentation of the oddball. Three components discriminating the oddball face are revealed.

these components contribute to the robust discrimination
response quantified in the frequency-domain as the sum
of the oddball harmonics.

Discussion
Several interesting observations were made regarding
the effect of image size manipulation on the periodic
electrophysiological. With the increase of the image size
variation, we observed an increased response over the
regions of interest for the base rate while a reduced response was obtained at the oddball (individual face discrimination) frequency. This dissociation highlights the
different processes behind these two responses, as both
the base and oddball rate undergo the same image size
variations. Furthermore, a complementary time-domain
analysis revealed several components manifesting the
system’s response when discriminating facial identity.
The effect of size variation on the base rate
periodic response

Overall, changing size at every stimulation cycle does not
reduce the basic periodic EEG response, i.e., the base rate
SSVEP, which reflects the response generated by the periodic appearance and disappearance of the same face
stimulus against a uniform background, roughly 6 times
per second. In fact, this response slightly increases over
the medial occipital cortex, where the SSVEP is measured
in many studies with low-level, and, even more rarely, with
high-level, visual stimuli [24-26], and increases relatively
more over high-level visual areas (Figure 2).

An increased response with changes of stimulus size
likely reflects reduced low-level repetition suppression/
adaptation effects. Image size change eliminates strict
pixelwise stimulus repetition effects for populations of neurons and, thus, reduces repetition effects due to imagebased cues. However, what FPVS measures is the common
response to every stimulus in a stimulation sequence. The
response of low-level visual areas (e.g., primary visual cortex, V1) is due to the rapid periodic stimulation of the
same population of neurons. Thus, when changing stimulus size at every cycle, only a subset of neurons, those coding for the smallest stimulus size (i.e., 2.4 degrees face
width as tested in the present study, corresponding roughly
to the size of the foveal visual field), are recruited at every
stimulation cycle. Populations of neurons coding for perifoveal information, beyond this smallest face size, are recruited at non-periodic rates and should not contribute to
the response. Thus, in low-level visual areas the advantage
provided by the reduced repetition suppression effect may
be counterbalanced by a weaker periodic response when
changing stimulus size. Therefore the periodic response in
low-level visual areas increases only slightly with increasing
size variations.
However, in high-level visual areas, populations of neurons have larger receptive fields, and thus are more likely
to generate a response at every stimulation cycle, even
when the stimulus size changes between stimulation cycles. Thus, responses in high-level visual areas fully benefit
from the reduced repetition suppression effects due to the
change of size at every stimulation cycle. It follows that a
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Figure 5 Components discriminating the oddball from the base face at the occipito-temporal site P10 during one oddball cycle (100
to 600 ms post-stimulus presentation) with significance levels. Time points when the components are significantly different from 0 (p < .05
for 5 consecutive points (250 points/s) at least) are highlighted. Topographical maps represent the regions with maximal response.

random change of stimulus size at every cycle of FPVS increases the relative contribution of high-level visual areas
as compared to low-level visual areas (Figure 3A).
This is an important observation for FPVS studies using
high-level visual stimuli. In such studies, the exact same
image is usually presented at every cycle [24-26]. Although
the findings of these studies are certainly not questioned

by our observations, these observations nevertheless suggest that varying a simple factor such as stimulus size (1)
is not detrimental for the magnitude of the SSVEP response over low-level visual regions and (2) can increase
the relative contribution of high-level visual regions to the
recorded response, possibly increasing the sensitivity of
the paradigm.
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Note that a similar effect of image size change should be
expected if other high-level visual stimuli are used. Since
the base rate response reflects the response to the visual
pattern of stimulation, it does not require a specific expertise at individuating members of the category and, thus, size
variations of other visual stimuli would also lead to a decreased response suppression/adaptation. However, these
conclusions may only be valid for a specific range of
stimulation frequencies. Here we used 6 Hz as a base rate
frequency because this rate provides the largest response
for faces over occipito-temporal areas [19]. However, at
frequency rates of about 10 Hz and beyond, the scalp topography focuses over medial occipital sites and the contribution of high-level areas may be severely limited, so that
introducing a size variation between the periodically repeated stimuli may not increase their contribution [19,20].
The effect of size variation on individual face
discrimination responses

As shown previously [21], the presentation of an oddball
face every five faces produced a clear oddball response,
indexing individual face discrimination. The exact nature
of the mechanisms triggering this oddball response is unclear [20,21] and could be similar to discrimination response as a result of detection of change [27,28], predictive
coding [29] or release from adaptation [30]. Nevertheless,
it is difficult to relate the oddball response obtained with
FPVS to transient ERP components elicited during presentation of standard (i.e., base stimuli) and deviant stimuli.
For example, the MMN (e.g. [31,32]) is a negativity evoked
when a current stimulus input mismatches a memory representation in the sensory system formed by the preceding
stimulus sequence (e.g. [28]). The direct comparison between these two responses is challenging as there are important differences between the paradigms and the two
kinds of responses. For instance, while the visual MMN in
response to deviant stimuli is reduced in a fixed compared
to a randomized oddball sequence [33], a periodic repetition of the oddball is required here in order to identify
clear oddball responses in the frequency domain. Moreover, while the negativity of an MMN emerges only following a deviant – standard subtraction, such a subtraction is
unnecessary in the present paradigm: the obtained waveform is already a differential response between the base
face and the oddball face [21], and contains several differential components spread over time (Figures 4 and 5).
The individual face discrimination response, as reflected
in the oddball response to faces, was dominant over the
right occipito-temporal cortex. This finding replicates previous observations [21] obtained with a 40% image size
variation, and generalizes it to conditions in which the size
variation is either absent or negligible, or very large. Despite this replication, size variation had a dramatic impact
on the magnitude of the individual face discrimination
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response over the right occipito-temporal cortex. At these
electrode sites, this response was largest when face size
did not change, then equally large for 10 and 20% size
variation, and then further reduced for 40 and 80% size
variations (Figure 3B), an observation which is interesting
at two levels at least.
First, the contrast between the effect of size variation on
the base rate response and the oddball rate response, at the
same right occipito-temporal location, is striking: the exact
same manipulation – size variation - increases the base rate
response while it decreases the oddball rate response, showing that these responses truly reflect different neural processes (Figure 3). While the base rate response reflects the
contrast between the same face and a uniform background,
the oddball rate response reflects the contrast between the
frequent face stimulus and the different face identities
appearing at every five stimulation cycles. Previously it has
been shown that the base rate response can be unaffected
by changes such as inversion or contrast-reversal, while the
oddball rate response is largely reduced following these manipulations [21]. Here, the dissociation is even more striking, as our size variation manipulation shows that one kind
of response can be increased while the other can be simultaneously decreased over the same electrode sites.
Second, there seem to be two steps in the reduction of
the oddball response with size variation (Figure 3B). The
response reduction from 0% to 10%/20% size variation is
the most dramatic because it appears to reflect not only
a quantitative decrease but also a qualitative reduction
of the response, as suggested by the time-domain analysis and the EEG topographical maps. Indeed, when there
is no change in image size, there is a component associated with individual face discrimination, peaking as early
as 150 ms following stimulus onset (Figures 4 and 5).
Given that the face stimulus is only at full contrast after
half a cycle at 5.88 Hz (i.e., 170 ms/2 = 85 ms), this component could probably have an estimated latency of about
100 ms, an extremely early latency for individual face discrimination responses. Although this component is localized over the occipito-temporal cortex, it is bilateral, with
no evidence of a right dominance. The absence of this
component for the other conditions and the lack of right
hemispheric dominance suggest that it reflects the contribution of image-based, or pictorial, cues to individual face
discrimination. Note that by pictorial cues, we do not mean
exclusively a pixelwise contribution that is independent of
the nature of the stimulus, or part of this stimulus, but the
recovery from suppression of activity due to the repetition
of the exact same face image, which may essentially be a
bottom-up process from posterior to anterior visual regions. Similar to these results, in a recent fMRI study [9] a
larger repetition suppression effect was found for same size
unfamiliar images. Interestingly, this effect disappeared
when familiar (famous) faces were presented.
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The second and third components identified in the timedomain also look qualitatively different when there is no
size variation: compared to the conditions with size variations, the second component is weaker over the right
occipito-temporal cortex and increased over medial parietal sites, while the third component is very large but
widely distributed over all posterior sites, including medialoccipital sites (Figures 4 and 5). This pattern of observation
suggests that in the absence of size variation between the
faces presented repeatedly at the base rate, the individual
face discrimination response involves low-level visual cues
strictly tied to the exact image that is presented, and these
cues have an effect all along the time-course of individual
face discrimination. To our knowledge, previous EEG studies have not identified such effects [34], which are probably
revealed here thanks to the fast periodic oddball paradigm
identifying directly, and with a high sensitivity, the differential response between a frequent and a rare stimulus.
However, as soon as a slight variation in stimulation
size at the base rate is introduced, the first component
disappears, and the subsequent two components vary
only quantitatively across the 4 conditions (Figures 4
and 5). This observation suggests that the next two
components – and the oddball response quantified in
the frequency domain – in these size variation conditions
safely index an individual face discrimination process that
cannot be attributed to image-based cues, and may also
involve recurrent functional processes between faceselective processes at different levels of the ventral visual
stream [9]. More specifically, several fMRI studies have
found release from repetition suppression to repeated presentations of the same facial identity in two regions of
ventral occipitotemporal cortex — the occipital face area
(OFA) and the fusiform face area (FFA), and these effects
persisted across variations in image size [6,7,35,36].
Finally, in the present study, although no qualitative
changes could be observed, there was a further reduction
of the oddball discrimination response over the right
occipito-temporal cortex from 10%/20% to 40%/80% of
size variation (Figure 2B). One hypothesis is that this effect
is due to limitations in the receptive field of populations of
neurons in high-level visual areas, so that some features of
the large faces are not perceived, reducing the individual
face discrimination response. However, this is unlikely
because even the largest faces used in the present study
(9.1 × 5.6 degrees in size) were well within the receptive
field size of high level visual areas. A more plausible account of this observation is that some of the faces are very
small in these conditions, so that facial identity might not
be extracted clearly enough to be compared to large size
faces, leading to a reduction of the periodic discrimination
response. From a practical point of view, this observation
suggests that using 10% or maximum 20% of size variation
in such paradigms, and with other approaches, may be the
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best compromise for measuring both high level robust individual face discrimination responses, at least for unfamiliar faces.

Conclusions
In summary, we made several observations regarding
stimulus size variation and its effect on the responses obtained with FPVS. First, random size variation of a repeated face stimulus increases the base rate SSVEP
response, particularly over high-level visual regions. This
effect could probably be generalized to many kinds of visual stimuli and used to boost the SSVEP and/or the contribution of high-level visual areas to its generation.
Second, size variation decreases individual face discrimination over the right occipito-temporal cortex, even for
relatively small stimuli that are within the receptive field
of high-level visual regions. However, even a substantial
size variation (i.e., a factor of 2.33 between the smallest
and the largest stimulus size in the 80% condition) does
not abolish the individual face discrimination response.
Third, without any variation in size, individual face discrimination responses may be contaminated by imagebased cues, triggering very early (around 100 ms) visual
discrimination responses. Finally, in practice, a 10-20%
image size variation is recommended to capture high-level
individual face discrimination responses.
Methods
Participants

Ten participants (1 male, mean age = 22.28 years, SD = 1.45
years, range = 20-25 years) provided signed and informed
consent and were paid for their participation in the experiment. They were all right-handed and reported normal or
corrected-to-normal vision. None of the participants reported any history of psychiatric or neurological disorder.
None reported to have noticed the periodic change of facial identity (1 out of 5 faces). The study was approved by
the Biomedical Ethical Committee of the University of
Louvain and the study conformed with the 2013 WMA
Declaration of Helsinki.
Stimuli

The stimuli were the same as used in a recent study and
will only be briefly described here [21]. They were fullfront colored photographs of 25 male and 25 female
faces with a neutral expression, placed against a grey
background. External features, such as ears and hair,
were not visible. Image size of the basic stimuli (i.e., all
the faces of the 0% image size change condition) was set
to a height of 250 pixels (width = 186 ± 11 pixels) corresponding roughly to 6.53 × 4 degrees of visual angle at a
distance of 1 m with a screen resolution of 800 × 600
pixels. Mean luminance of the faces was equalized online during presentation.
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Procedure

The stimuli were presented on a CRT 17-inch (43-cm)
monitor controlled by a computer. Participants were
seated in a dimly lit room with a 1 m viewing distance to
the screen. The whole experiment consisted of 20 trials,
containing only 2 trials with female and 2 trials with male
faces per condition: 0% (no image size change, all faces at
roughly 6.5 × 4 degrees); 10% (varying between 95 and
105% of the image size, i.e. minimum size: 6.2 × 3.8 degrees; maximum size: 6.9 × 4.2 degrees); 20% (varying between 90 and 110% of the image size; i.e. minimum size:
5.9 × 3.6 degrees; maximum size: 7.2 × 4.4 degrees); 40%
(varying between 80 and 120% of the image size; i.e. minimum size: 5.2 × 3.2 degrees; maximum size: 7.8 × 4.8 degrees); 80% (60 and 140% of the image size; i.e. minimum
size: 3.9 × 2.4 degrees; maximum size: 9.1 × 5.6 degrees),
see also Figure 1B and Additional files 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 for
short movie clips. Moreover, all of the size changes were
implemented in six levels, so that the number of possible
variations was equal across conditions (e.g., the six levels
of image size change of 10 % were implemented as the following variations 95%; 97%; 99%; 101%; 103%; 105%; while
the six steps of image size change of 40% were 80%; 88%;
96%; 104%; 112%; 120%) and the absolute size of visual
stimulation, over a stimulation sequence, did not differ between conditions (Figure 1B).
Each trial started with a fixation cross presented on the
screen for a variable duration of 2 to 5 s, followed by 2 s of
gradual stimulus fade in, an 80 s stimulation sequence, and
2 s of gradual stimulus fade out. The trial order was randomized across participants. The relatively long duration of
the trials guaranteed that the responses of interest are concentrated into discrete frequency bins, thus enhancing their
SNR [16,18]. A custom software running in Matlab was
used to display the images at a rate of 5.88 cycles per second (base stimulation frequency) through sinusoidal contrast modulation (see Figure 1A) (e.g. [17,18]).
Similarly to Liu-Shuang et al.’s study [21], in every
trial, one face was randomly selected as the “base face”
(A) and repeated throughout the trial. At fixed intervals
of every 4 faces, the oddball face, a new identity randomly selected from the remaining 24 faces of the same
sex was presented (B, C, D…), resulting in a trial
sequence AAAABAAAACAAAA (see Figure 1A). Thus,
face identity changes appeared at a frequency of 5.88
Hz/5 = 1.18 Hz. As a result, EEG amplitude at precisely
this frequency (F/5 = 1.18 Hz, the oddball frequency)
and its harmonics (i.e. 2F/5 = 2.35 Hz, 3F/5 = 3.53 Hz
etc.) were used as an index of the visual system’s discrimination of individual faces. Furthermore, as the
image size changes were implemented for both base and
oddball faces, the response to the oddball face can be attributed to the identity change rather than the change
of identity and image size.
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Participants were instructed to respond when they noticed a color change of the fixation cross and yet to pay attention to the faces. The fixation cross was presented in the
center of the face stimuli, just below the eyes, and briefly
(300 ms) changed its color from black to red at random intervals 10 times within every trial. This orthogonal task
guaranteed that the participants were attentive. The behavioral data indicated an accurate (M = 96% correct, SD = 2%,
range: 86 –100%) and quick (M = 482.52 ms, SD = 55.81
ms) performance of this orthogonal task, without differences across conditions for accuracy, F(1, 9) = 0.95, p = .45,
or correct response times, F(1, 9) = 0.40, p = .81.
EEG acquisition

EEG activity was recorded using a BIOSEMI Active-Two
amplifier system with 128 Ag/AgCl electrodes. Two additional electrodes (Common Mode Sense [CMS] active
electrode and Driven Right Leg [DRL] passive electrode)
were used as reference and ground electrodes, respectively. Vertical eye movements were recorded with two
electrodes positioned above and below the right eyes.
Horizontal eye movements were recorded with electrodes
placed at the corner of each eye. EEG and electrooculogram (EOG) recordings were sampled at 512 Hz.
EEG analysis
ROI analyses

We focused our analysis on areas within two sites: the
right occipito-temporal region (electrodes PO8; PO10;
PO12; P8; P10), where the largest and most consistent responses were observed in previous FPVS studies with
faces (e.g., [19,21]); and the medial occipital region (electrodes Pz, PPOz, POz, POOz, and Oz) where low-level
visual responses, SSVEPs in particular, are typically observed and measured (e.g., [21,24-26]). These two regions
also corresponded to the maxima of activity as observed
in the present study (see topographical maps in Figure 3).
Frequency domain analysis

All EEG processing steps were carried out using Letswave 5
(http://nocions.webnode.com/letswave; [37], and Matlab
2012 (The Mathworks). EEG data were 0.10 – 40 Hz bandpass filtered and then downsampled to 250 Hz to save disk
space and reduce computational load. The continuously recorded data were cropped in 86-second segments (4 s before and 2 s after each stimulation sequence). Next, noisy
or artifact-ridden channels were re-estimated using linear
interpolation (not more than 5% of the electrodes; on average across participants, 4 electrodes were interpolated). All
data segments were re-referenced to a common average
reference. Then, preprocessed data segments were cropped
to an integer number of 1.18 Hz cycles, beginning immediately after the fade in until approximately 79.95 seconds (94
cycles, 19986 bins in total). The first two seconds of the
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fade in were excluded to avoid any contamination by the
initial transient responses. Data were averaged in the time
domain, separately for each condition (0, 10, 20, 40, and
80% image size variation) and each participant. A discrete
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was then applied to these averaged segments and amplitude spectra were extracted for
all channels.
Two measures were taken: baseline corrected amplitudes
and Z-scores for the base stimulation frequency (5.88 Hz)
as well as for the oddball frequency (1.18 Hz) and its
subsequent harmonics (2F/5, 3F/5, 4F/5, 6F/5, 7F/5). To
calculate the response for the oddball frequency, the 5th
harmonic, corresponding to the base stimulation frequency, was excluded. Baseline-corrected amplitudes were
calculated by subtracting the average amplitude of the 20
surrounding bins (10 on each side, excluding the immediately adjacent bin and the bins containing the highest and
lowest amplitudes) from the amplitude at each frequency
(e.g., [38]). This procedure is slightly different from our
previous studies (e.g., [18]), in which baseline-correction
was performed by estimating the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), i.e., by dividing the signal by the average amplitude
at the neighboring frequency bins. Yet, a sum of ratios may
not be recommended for quantification of responses by
combining a response spread over multiple harmonics. A
baseline-subtraction also has the advantage that the amplitude is expressed in microvolt units [39]. Nevertheless, for
comparison purposes to previous studies of individual face
discrimination with FPVS, SNR values are also reported.
The SNR scores were calculated as the ratio of the amplitude at each frequency and the average of the 20 surrounding bins (10 on each side, excluding the immediately
adjacent bin and the most extreme high and low bins (e.g.,
[18,21]). Grand-averages of the baseline-corrected amplitudes for each condition were calculated. Z-scores were
also calculated in a similar way, using the mean and standard deviation of the 20 frequency bins surrounding the frequency of interest.
To define the number of harmonics included in the
group data analyses, for each condition, response amplitudes were grand-averaged across participants and pooled
across channels to examine the largest harmonic responses (see also [21]). Next, the pooled amplitude data
were Z-transformed and Z-scores for the base stimulation
rate and for the oddball frequency and its 7 harmonics
were extracted. Harmonics were analyzed until they were
no longer significant for any of the conditions. Threshold
was set to Z > 1.96, p < .025 (one-tailed t-test). According
to this criterion, for the oddball frequency, the included
harmonics were significant for all conditions until the 6th,
at 7.05 Hz. These results were also verified on the
spectrum pooled across the ROI.
For the individual data analysis, amplitude spectra of
the channels defined in the ROIs were pooled together
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and baseline-corrected amplitudes were calculated. The
sum of the baseline-corrected amplitudes for the oddball
frequency and its harmonics defined on the grandaverages (see above) were considered as the system’s individual face discrimination response.
Time domain analysis

A complementary time domain analysis was performed to
visualize the shape of periodic changes time-locked to the
oddball stimulus. To remove the dominating response at
the base frequency rate, a FFT notch filter with 1 Hz width
selectively removed the 5.88 Hz base frequency and its 4
harmonics. Overlapping stimulus locked epochs were segmented starting 1000 ms before the oddball stimulus and
lasting for another 1000 ms, an overall duration of 2000
ms. For each trial, 92 epochs were available per participant,
per condition (94 oddball images × 850 ms per cycle =
79900 ms, yet for each trial the first and the last epoch were
excluded as 1 s before/after the epochs was not available).
These epochs were averaged for each participant, baselinecorrected using 100 ms before the onset of the stimulus
and then grand-averaged for each condition separately.

Additional files
Additional file 1: A short example of a stimulation sequence with
0% image size change.
Additional file 2: A short example of a stimulation sequence with
10% image size change.
Additional file 3: A short example of a stimulation sequence with
20% image size change.
Additional file 4: A short example of a stimulation sequence with
40% image size change.
Additional file 5: A short example of a stimulation sequence with
80% image size change.
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